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Mayor Sarion appoints Countess De La
Soule as Deputy Mayor. The women are all
a-buzz with the news and the men seem to
be saying they expected something like this.
The city of Tiara has prospered under Sarion
and she promises nothing will change. This
reporter asks then why the change?
New Group: Leaders or bleeders.
Apparently they can’t even get a coherent
agreement as to their company name. This
reporter thinks they will die before they
make any decision, “the monster will have
already eaten them”.
Weather predicted: Cold and wet.
Heads will roll: Or did they already.
Sources tell us that one of Raven’s
adventurer’s was given a head of a woman
at the gala last month. It is rumored to be the
adventurer’s sister and sources tell us the
mysterious deliverer of the head was taken
under guard to the Courts of Ahk for a secret
trial and there, she was subjected to
powerful magic that changed her and made
her forget everything. Was this a murder or
some secret assassination or a message? We
will keep digging and let you know.
The Durara caravan brought many spices
and rare items from the east. Check your
local retailers for specials and unique items.
Your sister has one husband.
The local Shipwright’s guild is hiring, more
boats are needed to be built to move cargo
south. Citadel Ship building is the leader
here in Tiara and is looking for strong backs.
The Durara caravan hired 15 new people for
its journey south and then to Opal fire. We
wish these brave men and women well.
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A new inn, designed by Victor
Damarara will be built across the Talia
River just south of where the Leta River
splits off. The construction is about to
begin and they seek to acquire workers
and materials. The construction is said
to cost over 100,000 gc. On the lower
floor is going to be a restaurant and
casino with balconies and windows
overlooking the river north and south.
The rooms will be on the 2nd floor and
each will have a balcony and a view of
the river. One key investor is our former
asst. Mayor Darnak Khorshkan. He says
the inn is almost paid for and we think
once everyone sees the splendor of the
construction that finding the rest of the
cost will be no problem.
Merchant’s Carts stolen. Over the past
week, 2 merchants have reported their
carts stolen right from under their noses.
One can only wonder about the
complete lack of business competence
that these cart owners have to allow this
to happen.
Local alchemist accidently sells poison
instead of healing brew. This reporter
believes he should go to jail, but the
town guard has ruled it an accident.
A fire of mysterious origins burned
down a warehouse near the Blackstone
Way Church of Light building in the
docks district.
A talking statue appeared in the
dungeon entrance room. This statue is 6
feet tall. It is made of white granite. The
statue is of a dead local hero Doris
Baran a dwarf. Its speech is an old
dwarven dialect but still does not make
sense.
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